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A green tax policy would increase the reported profits of business while localizing their ownership and 
control with citizens.  By this means local communities would obtain enterprise-voting power to protect 
their environment.  Also, the income of local citizens would increase while introducing corporate 
democracy1.  The whole nation would become richer as profits to foreigners are phased out. 

A green tax could be introduced on a voluntary basis with the incentive of a lower tax rate.  Investors 
could then elect to increase their profits by registering a contract to transfer ownership of their 
investments at the same rate that they recovered the cost of their investment from depreciation tax 
deductions. This would not reduce their reported profits. There would be no limit on the profits obtained 
by investors while they got their money back.  Business continuity would be financed by dividend re-
investment plans in offspring firms that would facilitate improved efficiency in resource allocation. 

More foreign investment could be attracted while eliminating alien ownership and control of national 
resources.  “Boomerang ownership” would eliminate what Professor Penrose2 described as “unlimited, 
unknown and uncontrollable foreign liabilities” of foreign investment. 

Professional investors will elect to give up unpredictable long-term ownership in return for a tax 
concession that provides quicker, bigger and less risky profits.  A tax concession providing 3% more cash 
today can offset the value of retaining ownership after twenty years3.  Shareholders could then vote to 
change corporate constitutions so that ownership rights of corporate assets would transfer over time to a 
newly created class of stakeholder shares. An additional incentive to become a “stakeholder mutual”4 
could be an exemption from contributions to employee pension and/or health funds.  With sufficient firms 
participating, the need and cost for age pensions and superannuation could eventually be eliminated5. 

Only Australian voters and/or community land banks6 would become owners of the investments being 
written off by alien investors.  Management of the investments transferred need not change.  Executives 
and employees who managed the transferred investments would also become part owners of them with 
other resident citizen stakeholders such as those involved as suppliers and/or customers.  Managers would 
obtain an incentive to maximize residual values for all Australians. 

All resident citizens would acquire without any cost stakeholders’ shares to obtain dividend income 
without work or welfare according to their patronage as suppliers, workers and customers.  Stakeholder 
shares would be issued similar to fly-buy points but extended to workers and suppliers.  

Unlike a resource rent or excess profit tax a green tax could provide a way of increasing reported profits 
of companies without reducing any State royalty payments.  Government expenditure on welfare could be 
reduced as the income of local citizens increased while also increasing the tax collected by the 
government as many individuals could be paying tax at a higher rate than corporations.   

A green tax regime would democratize the national distribution of income and assets7.   It would shrink 
the size of government as the eligibility for welfare payments and the need for tax collection decreased 
with every citizen obtaining a living minimum income from stakeholder dividends. A green tax regime 
would increase both the equality and level of prosperity in Australia while facilitating a zero growth 
economy to protect the environment. 
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